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DeStiny  bulletin

tHe tHinG AbOut AnGelS . . .

Angels

 I’ve noticed something about our present world.  Most of the time, it appears to be so  
cynical, so self-satisfied, so materialistic, so confident in the things that are seen, that it has  
very little time for spiritual things.  But every now and then, the world comes around to the  
thought that maybe it ought to pay more attention to a wider reality.

 I’ve noticed something as well, and that is, whenever the world begins to describe what  
our Christianity is, they almost always get it wrong.  They give us a whole set of mistaken  
impressions as to what Christianity is, and what the Bible is supposed to teach.  So, that having  
been said, I thought that it would be good for us to talk about that subject that is so inspiring to  
some, so little known to others, but which always produces a kind of percolation of thought  
within our lives--the subject of angels.

 There are such things in the world as angels.  Many times, you and I face the prospect of  
dealing with angels.  So let’s think together about their origin, about their nature, about the  
mission to which God has called them, and even about their present activity.  Finally, in an area  
of tremendous interest, let’s consider what will be their prophetic role in the world that is now 
breaking upon us.

their Origin

 Before we can realize who angels are, we must first understand their origin.  Was there ever 
a time when angels were not?  The answer is yes.  Why?  Because angels are created beings.

 Think of our cosmology for just a moment.  There was a time--if you will permit me to  
use the word “time” about that era before time existed--when there was only God:  Father, Son, 
and Holy Spirit.  The Spirit and the Son are co-equal and co-eternal with the Father.  God is that 
eternal Being.

 But then God chose to produce an order of creation, once upon a time.  Among the very  
first beings He created was a very special group called “Angels.”  After that, He produced  
another very special group called “Humans.”  So there are angels, there are humans, and then,  
of course, lesser orders of created beings such as the animals.  So the origin of angels is that  
they were made.  They were not propagated by God in the sense that they are His generic sons  
and daughters.  Instead, they are created beings.

 So the Bible uses the word “created” about angels.  There was a time when angels were  
not, but they were created by God.  It is an important difference to keep in mind.  Already we  
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should draw  a couple of conclusions from that.  Because angels are created beings, they  
cannot be God,  as God is not an angel, correct?  Therefore, we should never worship angels.   
In fact, the Bible says that it’s a great sin to worship an angel, and no real angel will ever let  
you worship him.  We should think of angels as being more capable than man in many ways,  
but less than God.  We should also, while we are at it, remember that there is coming a time  
when man will be shown to be greater than the angels.  Man was made a little lower than the 
angels for the time being, but Paul tells us that one day we shall judge angels (1Corinthians 6:3).

 The Bible says that when Jesus Christ came down, He took not on Himself “the nature  
of angels.”  And so of course, they were not in the nature of God.  From the Scripture, we can  
then know that they have a different nature from men.  They are not men.  Also, because they  
have a different nature from God, they must be created, and not propagated, by God.

 If then, angels have a nature that is unique unto itself, what can we say  about that nature?  

 1.  It is not human.
 2.  It is not essentially physical, although they have physical capabilities.
 3.  It is not divine, although it is a spiritual nature.  

 These are spiritual beings, these individuals called angels.  They are subservient to God, 
and they are temporarily superior to men.  On at least one occasion in Scripture, they are called a 
“flame of fire” (Hebrews1:7).

 One of the essential things that we have to remember about angels is that they are free  
moral agents.  They have power to choose.  We know that at least in the beginning, angels could 
say “yes” or “no” to God. 

 The Bible teaches us that there are two kinds of angels.  There are elect angels--those  
who chose to follow the Lord; and there are fallen angels--those who chose to follow Satan,  
Lucifer, and chose to be enemies of God.  Therefore we know that even at this moment, an  
historic conflict is being played out in the universe, a conflict which in part involves the  
angels.  Angels, good and bad, are in a contest with one another, great in power and might.  

their Mission

 The Scripture teaches that the elect angels have a mission in life.  Christ talked about 
children, and He said “in heaven their angels do always behold the face of My Father” 
(Matthew 18:10).  So angels minister especially to children.  In fact, the indication of 
Scripture is that every child has an angel, and that angel produces good results in that child’s  
life, and represents that child in many ways.  Angels also minister to adult human beings.   
Hebrews tells us: “Are they not all ministering spirits, sent forth to minister for them who 
shall be heirs of salvation?” (Hebrews 1:14).  

 I guess that I can confess this in public.  I travel somewhat, to one place and another.   
Therefore, in that I am not home all of the time, what do I do about my wife and family at home?   
I’ll tell you a little practice I have: I assign four angels, one to each corner of the lot on which  
our house stands.  And I tell them, “Please take care of all of the details until I get back, and  
I’ll need you to take care of them then, too.”
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 Does this sound sacrilegious?  Let me tell you once again, the Bible says that angels are  
“ministering spirits,” to minister, exercise their strength, for, or on behalf of those “who shall 
be heirs of salvation.”  This has been a very practical program for me.

 Angels, also, are assigned to churches.  Remember, Christ wrote to the angels of the 
seven churches of the Book of the Revelation, “Unto the angel of the church of Ephesus”; 
“unto the angel of the church in Smyrna”; “to the angel of the church in Pergamum,” and 
so on.

their Present Activity

 So angels have a mission:  divine representation.  As a part of that divine representation,  
the Scripture indicates that in a very real sense they carry from heaven the answer to our  
prayers.  Daniel prayed, back in the Book of Daniel, and an angel was sent out to bring to Daniel 
the answer to his prayers.  The angel got there late, you will remember, and Daniel, in a sense,  
said, “Where have you been?”  The angel said, “I would have been here very quickly after you 
prayed, but I had a battle with the Prince of Persia, and he stood in my way” (Daniel 10:10-14).  
So we are told that angels represent the answer to prayers, and they bring to us a very real divine 
gift at times, the gift of God’s protection.

 Now, in that we mentioned that here is a Prince of Persia who is an angel, let’s remember 
for just a moment what fallen angels do.  Fallen angels, in the service of Satan, set out to deceive 
the nations.  They subvert the work of  God.  They work havoc in the Church.  They are against 
the things of Christ.  But especially do they whisper in the ear of every ruler of the world.  They  
say, “Do this and do that,” and they try to steer that nation away from God.

 You’ll recall that when the devil is finally placed in the bottomless pit, the Scripture  
says “that he should deceive the nations no more”(Revelation 20:3).  No more of his 
unelect,  fallen angels will be sent out to subvert the nations of the world.  What a time of  
blessing that will be!  So in terms of high policy, angels operate from both heaven and hell.

their Prophetic Role

 In the prophetic time, angels perform their message to the churches; they sound  
trumpets of divine judgment; and they carry out the will of God in capturing the Devil.  In fact, 
when we look at what happens in the Tribulation, I rather guess that we will find a thousand other 
instances in which angels will have a role to play, that perhaps we aren’t told of now.

 I think there’s a reason for this:  in the Scripture, we do not have a square block with  
numbers on it, that precisely tells us of all of the things that the angels do.  Rather, what we have  
in Scripture are very stirring statements of their activity.  The implication is that they work on  
what to us is a serendipity basis.  They work unpredictably in our lives, and in the life of this world.  

 Angels--they are God’s agents.  They do His bidding.  They don’t often tell us what they  
are up to.  But they operate in order to carry the will of God to the universe wherever it is  
needed.  In that sense, they are so terribly necessary in your life and mine.  

Taken from Angels and the Dragon by Dave Breese
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this 420-page 
hardcover book 
is the most
exciting study
tool available 
anywhere today. 
For example, 
under A:
  Antichrist
  Ark of the 
  Covenant
  Apostasy
  Angels
  Armageddon...
   and more. 

THE POPULAR ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF BIBLE PROPHECY

Tim LaHaye & Ed Hindson, General Editors

*
*

*
*
*

 Suggested Contribution:  $25 each  Suggested Contribution: $15

DANIEL’S PROPHECIES MADE EASY
by Arno Froese

this 240-page softcover 
book takes a new and 
refreshing look at the 
ancient prophecies  
illustrated by  
nebuchadnezzar’s  
image, the four world 
powers, the ten horns 
and the climax of  
Antichrist's dominion 
of planet earth followed 
by the establishment of 
God’s divinely ordained 
Kingdom. 

How Daniel Saw Our Days

Remember, part of your gift goes to the spreading of the Gospel by the ministry of Christian Destiny.

 in his newest and most 
provocative work, Dr.  
Hitchcock probes the  
questions that are on  
everyone's mind.  “What 
role will America play in  
the fulfillment of Bible 
Prophecy?  Why is it so 
hard to find any prophetic 
references to America in  
the bible?”  this 208-page 
hardcover book presents a 
fascinating behind-the-
scenes look at troubling  
developments that could 
lead to America’s decline  
as a world power. 
Don’t be caught off-guard!

ARMAGEDDON
Where It All Ends

The Secrets of Megiddo Revealed

Suggested Contribution:
          Booklet, Audio CD  $7 ea

     Video DVD  $20

by Ed Hindson
it will be the end of the 
world as we know it!  in 
his most fascinating and 
prophetically intense 
work ever, Dr. Hindson 
takes you on location to  
the legendary city of 
Megiddo.  there,  
ancient ruins whisper 
tales of unspeakable 
events and silently stand 
guard over the Plains of 
Jezreel where the  
prophesied battle of  
Armageddon will one  
day bring the world as  
we know it to an end! 

Suggested Contribution:  $25

THE LATE GREAT UNITED STATES
   What Bible Prophecy Reveals 

  About America's Last Days
by Mark Hitchcock

ABIDE WITH ME
The Stories And Sites Of The Great British Hymns  

         
       by John H. Parker--Paul Seawright, Photographer

They were the hymns that defined our faith... *Amazing Grace *Abide With Me *Rock of 
Ages *Just As i Am *O God Our Help in Ages Past *take My life and let it be *Holy,  
Holy, Holy *When i Survey the Wondrous Cross, and more!

Abide With Me is an heirloom-quality book with 112-pages and over 230 vibrant photos of  
the homes, churches and communities of hymnwriters isaac Watts, John newton, Charles  
Wesley and more.  it’s a breathtaking photographic journey back to a time when life was 
simple and faith was oh so strong!  Guaranteed to touch your heart!

the authors have included an audio CD with 24 beloved hymns performed a cappella by Ray  
Walker, Jordanaires, Shannon Singers and several renowned choirs.

Hardcover Book & CD--Suggested Contribution:  $30
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A non-Christian recently challenged:
“it is no longer enough for you Christians to  
believe something.  We won't accept simple 
belief.  you have to be able to explain your  
beliefs and defend them to a growing number of  
skeptics...”

Why do we believe what we believe?:

in a new 500-page encyclopedia, over 60 of the 
world's greatest Christian leaders tackle the 
hardest issues of the Faith:

*
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   ONE MINUTE AFTER YOU DIE 
     A Preview of Your Final Destination

    by Erwin Lutzer
in this softcover (4 1/4" x 
7") book, Lutzer  
tackles questions 
such as: 
Can near-death  
experiences give us  
helpful 
information about what  
happens after death? 

What will heaven be  
like?

Booklet
         Suggested Contribution: $7

WHAT’S SO SPECIAL ABOUT ISRAEL
by Dave Breese

THE ANSWERS BOOK FOR KIDS

  Surveying the Evidence for the Truth of Christianity
Ed Hindson and Ergun Caner, General Editors 

THE POPULAR ENCYCLOPEDIA 
OF APOLOGETICS

*Aryanism  *Astrology  *Buddhism  *Christian Science *Dualism  *Embryonic  
Stem Cell Research  *Evolution *Gender of God  *Hinduism  *Islam  *Jehovah’s 
Witnesses *Kabbalah  *Life After Death  *Lost Gospels  *Mormonism  *Occult  
*Paganism  *Preterism  *Reincarnation  *Sin *Suicide  *Trinity  *Universalism  
*War and much more!

“...be ready always to give an answer to every man that
asks you a reason of the hope that is inyou” (1 Peter 3:15). 

500-page hardcover book
Suggested Contribution:  $39

The New Answers Book 1                
Still AvailableSuggested Contribution:  $25 

THE NEW ANSWERS BOOK 2
Over 20 Questions on Creation/Evolution 

and the Bible
Ken Ham, General Editor

this 374-page softcover book is the 
second volume that explores 
exciting and faith-affirming
topics, including:

the fall of lucifer and 
the origin of evil
When does life begin 
(and why does it matter)?
is evolution a religion 
(and why should i care)?
Archaeology, egyptian 
chronology, and the Great flood
Could early biblical figures like 
noah really live to over 900 years in age?
What was the Star of bethlehem 
(and how did the wise men follow it)?
the "evolutionization" of our culture--
including intellegent design, gay mar-
riage, Hollywood movies, and more!
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*

*

*

*

*

*

by Ken Ham

this four-volume series  
of hardcover books is 
broken down by topic.  
Questions are written in  
a friendly and readable 
style--each includes 22 
questions.

#1--Creation and the Fall
#2--Dinosaurs and 
      the Flood of noah
#3--God and the bible
#4--Sin, Salvation, and 
      the Christian life 
Answers are important.  if  
children aren't given answers to 
their questions about the bible  
and the history it reveals, they  
cannot defend their faith against  
a fallen world.  (for ages 6-12)
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LARGE PRINT
NEW TESTAMENT

WITH PSALMS--KJV

What takes place 
in israel is of such 
eternal conse-
quence, that we 
must take the  
time to think 
about what makes 
this tiny nation so 
special.  One  
could easily say 
that israel has 
become the  
crossroads of 
world attention, 
and perhaps even 
the crossroads of 
world history.
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101 FAVORITE STORIES
FROM THE BIBLE

in easy-to-understand  
words, here are 101 favorite 
stories from the bible that 
have delighted millions of 
children all around the  
world.  even young children 
who cannot read will love to 
look at the colorful,  
descriptive pictures.  in this 
215-page hardcover book,  
after each story, you will  
find a few questions to  
encourage discussion and  
help your child remember  
the stories.

by Ura Miller Strap yourself in for 3  
all-new adventures with 
four space-traveling  
penguins!  Add in giant 
ants, hula-dancing tikis 
and a volcano ready to 
blow and you'll have a 
blast in space while  
learning valuable  
lessons from the book  
of Proverbs in patience, 
diligence and  
compassion!
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Selected by Vernon McLellan
Quotable Quotes for

Personal Encouragement
Career Enrichment

Motivating Friends & Co-workers
Speakers, Writers, Teachers
314-page  Hardcover Book
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God Made You Special

Veggietales--DVD--$18

in the most comprehensive 
and definitive book on  
Heaven to date, Randy  
invites you to picture Heaven 
the way Scripture describes 
it--a bright, vibrant, and 
physical new earth, free  
from sin, suffering and  
death, and brimming with 
Christ’s presence and 
wondrous natural beauty.  

216-page Softcover book   4" x 6"
Suggested Contribution: $10

HEAVEN
God’s Answers For Your Every Need

by Randy Alcorn


